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JEWISH LIFE ON
THE PENINSULA
CAMP SABRA

SHABBAT SHALOM
Torah Portion: Pinchas Numbers 25:10-31:01
Friday Night
Almagor
This past Friday, Almagor led the Shabbat Services. Each
camper was given the opportunity to lead a prayer or song.
Throughout the week, during cabin activities the men of
Almagor came up with creative expressions and songs to
perform during the service. The creative expressions were
about their friends and favorite area directors at camp.
Saturday Morning
Ayelet
On Saturday morning, the ladies of Ayelet lead services. Each
cabin had the opportunity to lead one or two songs, prayers
and creative expressions. During the week, they created poems
and songs to present at the service. The poems and creative
expressions were about their memories they created this
session.
This week's Torah portion was about adapting to the changing
of times and expectations in society.

AROUND THE AREAS
AREA: Arts & Crafts and Ropes
Golan visited Lindsey in Arts and Crafts this week.
While working on various projects Lindsey played
Israeli music. The activity ended up turning into

AREA: Judaics
Sigal had Ayelet, Almagor, and Sharone visit
her in Judaics this week. Ayelet and Almagor
prepared for services by writing creative

an Israeli Dance party!

expressions and practicing songs and

Judaics was incorporated at Ropes this week.

made Mitzvah journals. In their journals,

When Sharone arrived at Ropes they brought

they wrote down things they can do to make

Ropes staff their snack and sang the Hamotzi for

other people happy. When Sharone visited

the staff before they all ate. They recited the

Judaics they made Muzuzahs to hang in the

Birkat after they ate.

cabins. Additionally, they made bracelets

prayers. During focuses, Ayelet

with their Hebrew names. For girls, without
Hebrew names, they translated their name
in English to Hebrew with the help of
Judaic's staff Moria.

VALUE OF THE WEEK: KINDNESS
This week's value was

On Thursday night, older and younger

kindness. Kindness was demonstrated in

Ayelet girls got paired together as big

many areas of camp in various ways. The

and little sisters. There pairing will be

ladies of Sharone visited Ropes. Director,

their rafting partner on the River Trip.

Reagan gave them the option to climb

The purpose of the sister is to meet all

the Cargo Net. Most of the girls

the girls in Ayelet. The younger girls

participated, but one was afraid to climb

have someone to look up to, while the

up. One of the girls who already climbed

older girls have the opportunity to

was able to talk to her friend into

become a mentor. The older girls showed

conquering her fears and climbing the

kindness to the younger girls by

net. She ended up having a blast on the

preparing them for the river trip by

net!

answering questions and hanging out
with them.

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR
CAMPERS IN YOUR NEXT LETTER
What did you eat for Shabbat Dinner?
What is a chug & what chugs did you
choose?
What was your favorite rotation of Israel
night?

NEXT WEEK'S VALUE: GRATITUDE

